
Plate Load Chest/Shoulder

Viking Press exercise is a strongman favourite and can now be an addition to any 
gym with the GymRatZ Animal Viking Press Station is an ultra heavy-duty version 
of our regular GymRatZ Viking Press beefed and boosted to handle the very 
heaviest of weights and pounding punishment...

Price: £1,895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-animal-viking-press-station

Heavy, heavy duty Iso Shoulder Press Station. The GymRatZ Iso Shoulder Press 
Station features an adjustable seat and comfortable movement for lifting really 
heavy poundages. Read our reviews on this and other heavy duty gym equipment.

Price: £1,625.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-iso-shoulder-press

Heavy-duty Iso Chest Press Machine solidly construction from heavy gauge steel 
with well cushioned upholstery. The Iso Chest Press Machine is ideal for safe, 
heavy gym training.

Price: £1,895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-iso-chest-press

An unusual item for a gym, as you'll only normally see olympic benches for 
benching and seated selectorised resistance machines for chest press. This super 
heavy-duty Iso Bench Press Station provides comfortable movement for lifting 
really heavy poundage's.

Price: £1,725.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-iso-bench-press

Same tapered design and 50mm grip as seen on our free standing GymRatZ Dip 
Station, the wall-mounted version presents a cheaper alternative.

Price: £415.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-wall-mounted-dip-station
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Heavy-duty dip station for heavy users with additional weights. Plus, thanks to the 
narrowing dipping bars, equally suited to the most petite of ladies as well as the 
20 stone monsters or for differing angle techniques.

Price: £695.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-dip-station

Image Unavailable Predominantly popular in the sports-specific training scene, but, with more savvy 
trainers, the Hammer Jammer has crept in to more mainstream gyms. 
Constructed in the UK, the GymRatZ Hammer Jammer is the toughest Jammer on 
the market and is offered at almost half the price of some

Price: £2,450.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-iso-hammer-jammer

An increasingly popular pre-exhaust option as an alternative to dumbell flyes, pec 
flye, pec dec etc. Although the bench is angled at 45 degrees for easy access, the 
lever arms are at neither a right angle (flat flyes) or vertical (45 degree flyes), 
instead they're positioned to create the perfect

Price: £1,595.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-iso-lateral-flye

Heavy-Duty Iso Chest Press made from heavy-gauge oval-shaped steel, making it 
aesthetically pleasing and suitable for the toughest of gyms. With a comfortable 
pressing arc, the Iso Chest Press is a gym favourite and works well alongside 
benches or other Iso (leverage) stations.

Price £1,475.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-iso-chest-press

For a great plate loaded IsoLateral Chest press station forget the likes of Hammer 
Strength and look at Our new Impulse Line of Gym Equipment. It's an awesome 
balance of budget and light to medium duty stations with an excellent movement 
and feel to the exercise.

RRP: £2,390.00

Our Price: £1,658.33
You Save: £731.67 - 31 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-stirling-chest-press
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The Viking Press exercise is a strongman favourite and can now be an addition to 
any gym with the GymRatZ Viking Press Station. Stand out from the generic gym, 
by offering some of our popular specialist equipment. Also see our 'related items'.

Price: £1,595.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-viking-press-station

Our Impulse Shoulder Press Machine is a plate load, light to medium commercial 
gym station that has found it's way into many a university and light to medium duty 
commercial gym. Manufactured to a similar design and quality of construction as 
current day Hammer-strength kit.

RRP: £2,390.00

Our Price: £1,673.00
You Save: £717.00 - 30 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-stirling-shoulder-press

Part of the Impulse Sterling range of fully commercial strength equipment. This 
range has a wide section of equipment which has a great finish and at a 
reasonable price for anyone looking to outfit a new gym or just looking to replace 
your old equipment.

RRP: £2,390.00

Our Price: £1,658.33
You Save: £731.67 - 31 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/impulse-stirling-inlince-chest-press

Image Unavailable A great product for the commercial gym environment because of it's professional 
look and dual weight catchers. As well as having the comfortable padded seat 
connected to the shoulder press, it also has anti slip foot plates for the spotter to 
put their feet when spotting to increase the safety value

Price: £989.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-shoulder-press

A well put together dipping frame which is great for strengthening and building 
muscle in your triceps. The foot panel makes it easy to access the tapered 
handles and it a sturdy, stable product.

Price: £295.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/mounted-dipping-frame
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Heavy-duty Chin, Dip & Knee Raise Station for longevity in any training 
environment. Also suitable for freeweights gym wanting to perform dips and chins 
weighted.

Price: £770.43

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-chin-dip-knee-raise

Bit of a unique item the Plate Load Lateral Raise Machine. As with most machines 
replacing free-weights with a machine reduces the amount of cheating through the 
exercise ensuring a very strict movement is adhered to. One benefit of a machine 
over free-weights is the ability to manipulate...

Price: £2,195.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-plate-load-lateral-raise

New for 2020 the Core Gym Plate Loaded Shoulder Press Station - A range of 
commercial, heavy duty plate load stations that can take the punishment of the 
toughest commercial gyms

Price £1,950.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-shoulder-press

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Gym Equipment Plate Loaded chest Press. This 
Heavy Duty chest press is designed and built to withstand the punishment of a 
strong man, strength training gym.

Price £1,950.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-plate-load-chest-press
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